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THE END OF PHYSICS 

by 

Sadaputa das 

NARRATOR: Everything in 
nature feels so familiar to us, a 
blue sky, some fluffy clouds, -
trees and countrysice but as we 
find out more about this 
universe, with the help of 
telescopes like this one at the 
Palomar Institute, science is 
showing usa universe so alien 
and bizarre that we human beings 
seem to be mere superfluous by
products of some immense material 
ocean. The principal players in 
this drama, the black holes and 
supernovas don't speak to-us, and 
the quasars don't care. We're 
told that the origins of our 
universe are unspeakably
unfamiliar and its future 
extinction seems to be an endless 
cold or intolerable heat. And-so 
the mere we- find-out about the 
universe the more pointless 
everything seems. 

No less bewildering are the
results of the research done here 
at the Stanford Linear 
Accelerator where the secrets of 
the smallest SUbatomic particles 
are being probed. In recent 
years, scientists have been 
trying to dovetail their theories 
of particle-physics with theories 
of-the universe as a-whole. These 
theories are-all made possible by 
the development of extremely 
abstruse mathematicar formulae, 
which Professor Howard-Georgi, a 
physicist at Harvard refers to as 
nrecreational mathematical 
theology.n One bright young 
professor at MIT, Alan Guth has 
proposed the following 
inflationary model of the 
universe to describe the 
creation. 

In the beginning only an 
indescribable quantum chaos -
exists, a_ swirling turbulence 
that is beyond the dimensions of 

The narrator is-standing at 
first in ms,-the camera zooms out 
to-reveal the countryside around 
the Palomar Observatory, he 
begins to-pace-toward camera and 
as he moves the camera angle 
moves to reveal the telescope 
dome. 

Cut to SLAC, and then to 
photos of_ Georgi and Guth. 

- At first swirling fluids 
like pictures of the surface of 
Jupiter. Then points of light 
appear, which expand into 
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If space has nine dimensions and matter is strings, 
then the mysteries of the universe may soon come clear. 
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Hanging the Universe on Strings 
' . A bizarre new theory may uni~e the forces o/nature . -'i-

.. ' :}:';'C~~':·:{:t.~jY.1?t~1~2t~~f~f0:~c, " . [\\ 
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·-. ~ 
By}amesS. Trefil 

Closing in on creation 
Working at the limits of the large and smail, 

science converges on the4.lltimate dream: 

the underlying unity that shapes the Universe 

lPHYSI~ ) 

EINSTEIN'S 
DREAM 
It may be realized by a 

new theory called supergravity, 
which unifies the forces of nature 

by GARY TAUBES 

II 
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- space and time. By quantum 
fluctuations, and without any 
cause, seedling universes 
spontaneously pop into being. The 
seedling universes- inflate with 
inconceivable violence to become 
vast spheres of highly energetic 
matter. 

This scenario is based on 
- the grand unifiec theories of 

physicists such as Steven 
Weinberg, Sheldon Glashow and 

__ Abdus Salem. They are hoping to 
find a theory of such stark 
siffiplicity that it will explain 
everything from· the smallest of 
the small to the largest of the 
large. However, they've run into 
a big problem. Experimentation 
hasn't been able to keep up. The 
brightest theorists are working 
on projects that just cannot be 
verified experimentally in the 
foreseeable future. You can take 
supergravity, grand unification, 
superstrings, Kaluza-Klein or 
supersymmetry, for example, 
brilliant stuff, but you can't 
prove these theories by 
experiment. 

This would seem to be the 
end of science as we have known 
it for centuries! Is the final 
reality not only meaningless but 
unprovable! How have we corne to 
this? To try to get some insight 
into this situation we're going 
lock over the history leading up 
to this modern scientific age and 

- first we're going back to the 
beginning of recorded history, 
thousands of years ago to an 
ancient conception of matter and 
the cosmos. 

One of the earliest 
explanations of the universe, and 
certainly the most sophisticated 
to have corne down to us from 
ancient times is to be found in 
the Vedas of India, in such books 
as the Bhagavad-gita, and the -
Puranas. The ancient Indian view 
essentially has two sections, 
first the spiritual dimension and 
second, the material universes. 

In the spiritual realm, the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead 
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glistening transparent "soaplike" 
bubbles. Music should start out 
mysterious and end up dramatic. 

Show pictures of the 
physicists followed by diagrams 
illustrating-the various 
"supertheories" and colorful 
opening pages of articles from 
popular science magazines like 
Discover and Science Digest that 
describe these articles. They 
coulc come spiralling into view. 

Narrator at Palomar. 

Include-scenes from India 
showing ancient temples, crowds, 
and iconography showing Krishna, 
the spiritual world, etc. 

Pictures of Krishna in 
Goloka Vrindaban surrounded by 
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The constitutional nature of the soul is to reciprocate in a relationship of loving service with 
the Supreme Person, who eternally exists in His transcendental form ot Kr~"a. 
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has an original form and being, 
transcendental to the material 
reality. Here we see images that 
represent these transcendental 
forms. It is a reality that 
cannot be witnessed with material 
E;yes. 

When God creates the 
material worle, He expands 
Himself as Nahavishnu, who is in 
charge of space, time and 
causality, and by the glance of 
Mahavishnu, He injects spiritual 
sparks into an unmanifestec 
potential called the Praahana1 
which roughly speaking, is energy 
without form or substance. This 
would seem in some ways to 
parallel Guthls quantum chaos. 
When the spiritual entities 
contact the pradhan, the modes of 
nature generate the material 
elemE;nts. 

God creates unlimited 
numbers of universes when His 
Mahavishnu form exhales. Then the 
universes, like round golden 
spheres, emanate from His pores. 
Within each golden sphere, the 
elements are each in turn 
separated out. These elements are 
explained by a system of thought 
called Sankhya philosophy. 

According to Sankhya 
philosophy, shells made up of 
different stages of matter 
surround the universe. The first 
shell is composed of the mahat
tattva, a combination of all 
elements in the-mode of pure 
goodness. The second shell 
consists of false ego,-and this 
is where living entities, the 
atomic sparks of consciousness 
are cast into illusion. When this 
egoism in ignorance is agitated 
by Godls energy, subtle wave 
vibrations are set in motion and 

_ these vibrations generate the 
element of ether or space. The 
ethereal element gives rise to 
the sense of sound, and forms a 
smaller globe composed of the
element of air and here the sense 
of touch is generated and this 
gives rise to attributes like 
soft and hard, heat-and cold. 
Space ceases to be empty and the 
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the spiritual sky uS per the 1st 
Canto covers~ Preferably old 
Indian art rather than Iskcon art 
for historical flavor. 

A majestic scene of 
Mahavishnu glancing over the 
causal ocean. The pradhan is then 
initially represented as a dark 
grey homogeneous void, and then 
streaks of light enter and the 
grey void turns to a translucent 
blue expanse. This will be 
illustrated by animation. 

Within the blue expanse the 
Mahavishnu form again becomes 
visible and the universes are 
emanating from His pores - Iskcon 
art work coulG be used here, 
combined with animation by 
Sac1aputa. 

We zoom in to one of the 
golden globes which at first 
appears to be homogenous and 
translucent. As we zoorr. in we see 
inside another smaller concentric 
globe. This globe is l/lOth the 
size of the first glebe and 
appears iridescent. (This is 
false ego). Musical accompaniment 
during the first globe should be 
very-soothing,-thenwhen the 
false ego globe appears, the 
music shoulc- become more -
dissonant, tending to generate 
anxiety-because false ego 
generates illusion. The element 
of ether, we see a grey void with 
a coordinate system, anc the 
music should reflect measure and 
rationality i.e.-evoking 
regulated machinery working in a 
precise accurate way. For-further 
shells the-music should become 
progressively more-complex, to 
reflect more complex grosser 
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first int~ractions of material 
eleIT..:nts begin. 

Within the air,a globe of 
the: fire ele~ent appears, and 
what today we would call electro-

~ magnetic phenomena, light, fire, 
electricity and so on start to 
appear an6 these give rise to the 
appearance of stable material 

- forms. This incidentally 
corresponds to mcdern physics 
which understancs the form of 
atoms to be electro-magnetic 
phE:nomE:na. 

iii t hi nth e shE: 11 0 f fir e -, a 
globE: ef liquidity is-generated, 
a shE:ll of water elements - this 
dees not refer to water as we 
know it but to the subtle essenCE: 
of water, ane this essence givE:s 
rise to the sense of taste. 

Within the shE:Il of watE:r, a 
- glebe of solidity is gE:nE:ratE:d, 

solid matter, and the sense of 
smell arises. At this point all 
the qualities of matter as we 
know it have become manifest, but 
this matter is not organized 
until we come into the globe of 
the organized cosmos, anc finally 
we have landed at last on our own 
earth planet. And it's only when 

- we arrive here, at the fully 
manifest world that all this 
becomes visible to our material 

~ eyes. 

New this is the first phase 
of creation - it's a process by 
which matE:rial energy 
successively develops the 
properties of ordinary matter. 
These shells are not to be 
thought of as material -
substances, but as stages in the 
manifestation of matter, going 
from subtle to gross and from 
un~anifest to manifest. In the 
sE:ccnd phase the matter is 

- orsanized into specific material 
forms by the will of Goe. We can 
illustrate the idea by this clay: 
If an artist wants to make a 
statue he needs a suitable 
medium, such as this. The clay
has certain properties, and these 
can be described in terms of 
physical laws. To give the clay 
the desired consistency the 
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elements. 

-Another globe of l/lOth 
diameter starts to ferm, and in 
this bubble the quality of the 
light changes from translucent 
and ethereal to harsh and 
mundane. 

page 

Two fur.the:! globes of l/lCth 
diameter appear as per the 
prE-vious globes. The earth sphere 
should be dark and cloudy, ane 
within it we see one final globe 
of pitch blackness. As we enter 
this last globe we see the starry 
night sky. The sky begins to turn 
blue with clouds, and we pan down 
to see the narrator, back at 
Palemar. 

Narrator in standarc museum 
scene with clay, water and a 
statue made of the clay. 
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~rtist may have to physically 
ffio~ify it, perhaps by mixing in 
some water. Then the-artist can 
mold the statue as he desires. 
Similarly, according to the Vedic 
conception, the Lord first 
cr~atec matter and endowed it 
with suitable properties. Then he 
used it to create everything in
the universe, including-all life 

_ on this earth. In this example 
the laws of nature correspond to 
the properties of clay which make 
it suitable for making statues 
ano these properties allow the 
artist to make many different 
types of statue, so the material 
laws make it possible for god to 
make many different forms, freely 
according to His own will, thus 
precluding deter~inism. 

The Personality of Godhead 
supervises all this by 
manifesting as the 
Superconsciousness or Supersoul. 
The Supersoul enters into the 
heart of the consciousness of 
living entities ane also into the 
heart of every atom of the 
material elements as the overseer 
and arranger of actions and 
reactions, and enjoyments and 
sufferings, and these material 
activities are called karma. 

~hile there are some 
parallels with the modern 
scientific view, the Vedic view 
differs, radically in that the 
creation is set in motion by a 

_ supreme transcendental person, 
and it is set up as a dwelling 
place for spirit souls who are 
also persons, and who have an 
eternal relationship with the 
Supreme Person. The Vedic cosmos 
is thus full of meaning and 
purpose. 

This worldview and ideas 
like this were accepted by many 

- ancient civilizations. Some of 
the Greek and Roman thinkers-had 
very similar ideas, and these 
ideas persisted for thousands of 
y~ars, as we'll see when we turn 
to the the next part of our story 
- the beginning of mo~ern science 

- during the Renaissance. 
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Artwork showing the 
Supersoul in the heart of the 
living entities and the Supersoul 
in the center of the atom. 

The narrator in stan~arC 
museum scene. 

The narrator in the library 
scene. 
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Fig. 28. The geocentric universe according to Apial1. 
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At this time Europe was 
awash in the flotsam and jetsam 
of 
the ancient world. Of course, the 
worlaview of most Europeans in 
this period was molded primarily 
by Christianity, which was based 
cn cld Hebrew scriptures, and on 
the· teachings of Christ who had 
lived some 1500 years before. 

Christianity hac incorporated 
many of the teachings of ancient 
Greek philosophers such-as Plato 
and especially Aristotle, whose 
system of physics forffied a 
standard part of the academic 
curriculum of that· time. The 
works of later Greek scientists 
such as the physician Galen and 
the astronomer Ptolemy also 
fermed an important part of this 
curriculum. 

Finally,mystieal and 
alcheffiical teachings corning from 
various ancient sources were 
widely studied during the 
renaissance perio~. These 
inclu~ed the Jewish Cabala and 
the writings of Herrees 
Trismegistus, an ancient sage who 
was reputed te have been a 
contemporary of Noses. 

Theophrastus Philipus 
Aureolus Bombastus von Hohenheim, 
1493-1541, who called himself 
Paracelsus, was the most 
prominent of the renaissance 

_ alchemists. He emphasized the 
role of alchemy as a medical 
pursuit rather than the attempt 
to turn base metal into gold. He 
maintained that disease was 
caused by outside agents that 
attacked the body, rather than 
upsets in the bodily humors, the 
idea current at the time. He also 
emphasized that chemicals be used 
as medicine rather than herbs, 
and alchemy was the science of 
preparing such chemicals. 

Here we see a typical 
diagram showing the medieval 
worldview. The earth is at the 
center, and surrounding it are 
the orbits of the planets, the 
sphere of the fixed stars, and
finally the sphere of the prime 
mover, which marked the boundary 
between the material and the 
spiritual worlds. 
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A series. of old pictures 
illustrating these points. As one 
source of pictures, see 
[Heninger] • 

A picture or pictures [i.e. 
Heninger, p. 38] showing the 
medieval geocentric universe with 
the shells of water, air, and -
fire surrounding the earth. When 
these shells are mentioned, show 
a magnified view of the earth 
plus shells. One might color them 
as they are mentioned. 
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Fig. 83. Universal harmony from Eck after Pythagoras and Ptolemy. 
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Surrounding the earth is a 
series-of three shells consisting 
of water, air, and fire. The 
shell of fire ends somewhere 
beneath the orbit of the moon7 
and it is surrounded by a sphere 

_ of aether. According to the 
Aristotelian conception, the 
planets, beginning with the moon, 
are ethereal in nature and are 

- not made of gross elements. 

This system of shells is 
similar to the scheme described 
in the Vedic literature. However, 
there are important differences. 
First, the elemental shells in 

-- the Vedic system surround the 
entire visible universe, and thus 
all matter within the universe is 

- regarded as being a combination 
of the same basic elements. 

Second, in the Aristotelian 
system the four elements, earth, 
water, fire, and air were 
regarded as more-or-Iess 
independent substances that can 

- be transformed into one another. 
The formation of layers of these 
elements was thought to be due to 

_ their relative degree of 
lightness (levity) or heaviness 
(gravity). Thus earth, being 
heavy, tended to sink to the 

- center of the universe, and fire, 
being light, tended to rise. 

Of course, many ideas about 
the four elements were current at 
that time, and it is very hard to 
sort them all out and trace out 

-- their origins. The predominant 
approach to knowledge at that 
time was to appeal to ancient 

_ authority first, and rely on 
one's own senses only 
secondarily. However, the 
knowledge coming from ancient 

- authorities was incomplete and 
garbled, and came by many 
different routes from different 
sources. This forced people who 
wanted to formulate a coherent 
picture of the world to 
speculate, and try to build a 
system by the synthesis of many 
earlier, speculative systems. 
Cosmological speculation was 
rampant in the renaissance 
period, and there the number of 
world systems was nearly equal to 
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Illustration of earth 
falling and fire rising. 

page 

The narrator in the library. 
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the number of imaginative 
thinkers. 

Just to convey some of the 
flavor of the period, we'll 
briefly look at the ideas of an 
Englishman, Robert Fludd, a 
contemporary of William 
Shakespeare and Francis Bacon. 
Fludd was a physician, and the 

- author of a number of 
philosophical and cosmological 
works. Whereas Bacon is generally 
regarded as a forerunner of the 
modern empirical outlook on 
nature, Fludd was one of the last 
persons to elaborately present 
the old, medieval view. 

Now Fludd proposed that 
there was a Materia Prima or 

-- "First Hatter" from which God 
created all things. He called 
this form of energy-Hyle, and it 
is similar to the Vedic pradhan 
in· that it contains no manifest 
phenomena but simply has the 
potential to generate 

- manifestations. This seemed to 
contradict the Christian teaching 
that God created "ex nihilo" out 

_ of nothing. However Fludd pointed 
out that this idea was based not 
only on Plato, but on Christian 
teachers such as Augustine. 

Fludd's description of the 
process of creation had· other -
similarities with the Vedic view. 
In Fludd's description, God, in 
the form of the Christian trinity 
appears in the darkness and 
spiritual rays emanate from Him 
to activate a roiling mass of 
Hyle, which becomes a-chaos in 

._ which the five gross elements 
contend with each other. 

NARRATOR: The elements of 
water, air, fire, and ether
emerge successively from the 
chaos, just like layers of liquid 
that settle out according to 
density. 

Fludd maintained that 
everything in the material world 
corresponded to a similar feature 
in the spiritual world. The body 
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In the library. 

In the midst of carkness a 
bright triangular light appears. 
This represents God (as the 
Christian Trinity), and we might 
place the Hebrew Tetragrammaton 
(standing for Yahweh) within the 
light. Rays of light streak into 
the darkness from· this effulgent 
region. The darkness lights up, 
revealing a roiling mass of 
thunder clouds with streaks of 
lightning. (We could-use stock 
footage for this.) See Debus, pp. 
147 -148. 

Narrator refers to Debus, p. 
150. 

A picture showing the 
spiritual and material worlds as 
opposite poles, with one a -
reflection of the other. See 
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Portrait oj Robert Fludd. Frontispiece from the Philosophia sacra & vere 
Christiana Seu ~lcteorologia Cosmica I Frankfurt: prostat In Officina 
Bryana, 1626). Courtesy Houghton Library, Harvard Cniversity. 
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Fig. pa. The universe as an insubstantial idea in 
the mind of God from Fludd. 
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Fig. u. The crcl.IlJon I.Iccorahg to Fludd. 
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in this world was a casing that 
reflected the form of spirit. 

Bodies are material vehicles 
for sentient spiritual entities. 
So the bodies are designed to 
allow for many different types of 

_ vehicles that are structured to 
me~t the needs of spiritual 
entities in particular states of 
consciousness.-The spiritual 
entities themselves are part and 
parcel of God, and the material 
creation takes on the form of a 
reflection of spiritual reality. 

NARRATOR: Fludd also alludes 
to another Vedic theme. This is 
that the soul, by a process of 
self purification, can travel to 
the spiritual world by rising up 
from the-gross state of 
existence,-through successively 
more subtle states, and through 
the level of the mind, until
finally it is-completel~ free 
from any connection with the 
material energy. 

In the same way the yogi
travels through various subtle 
elements, represented by the 
various chakras of the body right 
here on earth, since all levels 
of subtlety, including the 
original spiritual level, are 
present everywhere. Here Fludd 
seems to be thinking of the 
elements earth, water, fire, air, 
and ether in-the Vedic sense-
that is as levels of relative 
subtlety that are reflected-by 
various bodily organs--rather 
than in the Aristotelian sense as 
relat~d substances. 

It is interesting that Fludd 
uses an image similar to those 
used to illustrate the yoga 
process. For Fludd, this 
represented the Hermetic idea 
that the microcosm, or human 

- body, corresponds to the 
macrocosm, or the universe-as a 
whole, also found in the Vedi~ 
descriptions of the universal 
form. 

Such ~as the worldview of 
Robert Fludd, a man steeped in 
the ancient traditions that still 
persisted in Europe in the 16th 
and early 17th centuries. But 
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Pictures in Heninger, pp. 28, 83, 
113. We may want to make our own. 

The narrator speaking, 
referring to the picture in 
[Debus, p. 41]. 

A typical picture of a yogi, 
shewin9 the soul rising through 
successive cakras and reaching 
the brahffia-randra. Refer back 
also to the Fludd picture. 

Illustrations-of the body as 
a universe and vice versa. 

The narrator is walking down 
a hallway, and he cernes upon a 
medieval clock (of the church 
tower variety) with large, rather 
~rude looking gearwheels. (We 
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Fi~. p.b. The univer:ic liS <J mirror image of God. 

-
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-----

Fig. I S. The universe dichotomized into 
material and non-materia] components. 
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Tlu relationship of man to tlu mdaocosm as pictured in Rohert Fludd's work. 
on the microcosm (1619). From Walter Pagel, "Religious Motivts in the 
Mtdical Biolo~ of the XVlltll. Century," Bulletin of the Institute of-the 
History of Medicine, 3 (1935), 276. 
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Fig. 84- The human miCIOCO$m dichotomized into 
material and non-material components. 
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VITAL f'RA.\,4 

I TRIENT PRANA 

Watcr& Eanh ! KAPHA 

-' ! PnTA I . ;. 

Fire & Water . 

\)\TAC\ \ 

"'. k Ed>" V i I 

I . 

PRANA: 

Th. lif. forc. or .nergy of the cosmo. which animat .. mat.rial form. and 
manif •• ts in the sev.n vibration. of solar .n.rgy. It is also pr ••• nt in 
bre.th and the vit.1 g •••• which physic. r.f.rs to •• inert g •••• which 
aet •••• ven nodsl points for m.t.ri.1 vibrations in th. m.nif •• t univers • . 
PRANA c.n be comp_d to the conc.pt of the .. Breath of Lif." in 
G.nesi. activ.ting the cr •• t.d world and the physic.1 being of man. 

1. H£AD CENnR 3. THROAT C£NTER 6. SEX c:mrER 
c.lamus Af- Con.nder 
eon, KIM a.yberry 

GeesJa.,. ~ 

Nuaneg OOYCS ~ow 
Valen.n licorice Uva Ursl 

2. THIRD EYE 4. HEAJU' CE.NTIR 7. ROOT CE.NTIR 
But! UIdamom ~ 

Elecampane Lotus Seeds ~ 
Su!daIwood Rose Locus Root 

SkulIap s.Efron ~ 

5. NAVEl CE.NTIR 
81ack~ 

Clyame 
Cumin 

GoldenSeal 
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CHAKRA: 

~ 
W~~, 
\\: ' .1 !'~j 
'-~./ 

Chak,. mean. literally whee' becau.e of the shape of the revolving 
center of energy with divi.ion. like spokes. There are seven in the Hindu 
system and .ix in the TibetM. Often called ··'otu ... ··. The leventh one 
with a thou.and petals-not included in Tibet-i. con.idered to be the 
fulfilled state of man. 

THE CHAKRAS OR PSYCHIC ELECTRICITY CENTERS 

SAHASRARA
PAnNA 
Crvwa Cenae 
s-HyI1ahIe: 'O~' 

ID the T'ahetUl 
System CllllCeived 
u ODeCenae 
(~) 

~}...cAK.RA =,-
Seed-SyUahIe: 
ball' 01' u-t 'A' 

VISUDDHA
CAKJlA 
Throac Cenae 
EJemeat: 'Ether' 
u lIIb1trate 01 
Sound (MU.). 
SeecHyllabie : 

'HAM' 
Colour: White 
FonD: Circle 

ANAHATA
CAKRA 
Heart Centre 
Element: 'Air' 
(Motion) 
Sced-syllable: 

'YAM' 
Colour: Grey-Blue 
Form: Heugram 

MAllllPORA
CAKRA 
Navel Cenae 
E1emeDt: 'Fire' 
Secd-cyllable: 

'RAM' 
Colour: Red 
Form: Triancle 

PbyliolosicaJ" 
CouDterputs 

BRAIN 

Volitioaal 
NerYe-lYlteID 

CeretJro..piDal 
~ 

MEDULLA 
OBLONGATA 
NOD-voIitioaal 
NerYe-lYlteID 

PLEXUS 
CERVICUS 
ltapiratory 
S)'IteID 

PLEXUS 
CARDIACUS 
Circulatory 
S)'Item 
(Blood-vesaeJs) 

PLEXUS 
EPIGASTRICUS 
(Solar PiexuI) 
S)'Item 01 
NutririoD 
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/ 

"Electrical and magnetic radiations are ce~~elessly . 
circulating in the universe; they affect man's body for i 
good and ill. Ages ago our rishis pondered the problem , 
of combating the ,adverse effects of subtle cosmic inftu-i 
ences. The sages discovered that pure metals emit an : 
astral light which is powerfully counteractive to negative 
pulls of the planets. Cenain plant combinations were 
also found to be helpful. Most effective of all are faultless ; 
jewels of not less than two carats. ' ' . j 

The scientific 
kaowledge of the rishis was very great; in the KllJISltilalci B,alurtlma 
we find precise astronomical passages indicating that in 3100 .. c. the 
Hindus were far advanced in astronomy, whi~h had a practical value 
in determining the auspicious times (or astrological ceremonieS. An 
anicl~ ill £4fl-Wul •• February, 1~34,says cU the JYOIUJr or body of 

, Vedic astronomical expositions: Mit contains the scimti6c: Jore that 
kept India at the ·forefront of aU ancient nations and made her the 
mcc:ca of seekers afta knowl-:dge. B,aJrmagup'G, one of the Jyoti:s~ 
works, is an asuoDomical treatise dealing with such mailers as the 
heliocntric motion of the planetary bodies in our , solar system, the 
obliquity of the ecliptic, the earth's spherical form, the reflected light 
of the moon, the earth's daily ,Axial revolution, the presence of fixed 
stars in the Milky Way, the law of gravitation, and other scientific 
facts that did not dawD in the Western world ilDtiI the time of Coper-
Dicus and Newton." , _ ,.'.. . . 

•
'" .. . . 

.. '. 
; ', " . 
'" ' 

": . ,' .. ... ... 

• k'eans and olba Jewels as well as metals and plants, Ipplieic!" 1JiT.ectly 
to the humaa stia, acn:ise an elec:tromapetiC influcace .~ the , ' 
p~ysical ceDs. ~an" body c:OutaiDa carboD anel variOIll metallic de
,meDts that arc paeDt abo in plants, metals, jewel&. The discoveria 
of the risbia ill thae fields'Will doubtless receive confirmation someday 
~rom physiolopas. Man', aensitive body, with ~ts dectricallife C1UTCDts, 
~ _~ .c:ea1Cl 9f _y m~a as yet ,uaexplcnd. . 

\ . 

THe. C.HAKAAS: 7 q,~~S OF SP'~\T"'At.. E~€R6Y. 
~EM~ of l..l~ £t.Ie~" ot\ 'JlTf\C- ~M'c.. ~C£ (p~A.). 

. SAti~\M~ (.H~~AA: 'IT\)I\T~ QI "tbP 
OF 6AA~ ItJ COIlTlc.AL. tIt'<E~. "tWE 1HO\J5AtJO-PE.1'Al.£t> Lo\uS 
-ni~\ N.e.P6E~ or-rc I'" 1HE. ~tJ (ot.scCf1t&fJ of ~AM'tP"'" 

P.f:ALM O~ 
\J.Itl~O\..'i L..UST 
t\~C 6~"/ 
~\N6. 

NO HI6~ER 
SP(~lilJ~L \/ISIOI'l 
O~ 
A.M~li\O~S. 
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new-sci 

ouring this same time, another 
way of looking at-the world was 
being rapidly developed. Instead 
of seeing the worle as a 
manifestation of subtle elements, 
emanating from a spiritual source 
and intimately connected with 

-"- that source, others were seeing 
it as--a clockwork. 

with the introduction of the 
clock in the 13th Century, Europe 
became fascinated with the-idea 
of a machine that could operate 
entirely by itself. A hundred 
years before Leonaroo, Oresme had 
already co~pared the universe to 
"a man making a clock and letting 
it go to be moved by itself." 
[Jaki, p. 53] 

This fascination led quickly 
to the creation of many 
mechanical inventions, both 
practical and impractical, 
ranging from the mechanically 
propelled carriages ana flying 
machines of Roger Bacon to the 
many mechanical schemes of 
Leonardo ca Vinci. The-modern
idea of art may-incline people to 
the idea that Leonardo was sirrply 

~ indulging his fantasies, but in 
fact his very practical boss, 
Cesare Borgia was employing him 
as a military engineer. 
Leonardo'S observations and 
Experiments covered topics as 
diverse as the stratification of 
rocks, the growth of plants, the 
action of light, the transmission 
of energy, and the mathematics of 

_, perspective. 

Of course, the comparison 
between the universe and a clock 
was only a metaphor. No one 
thought that matter was literally 
made of ClOCKwork. Eut, with the 
revival of knowledge of the Greek 
atomic theory of Democritus, 
people began to envision a 
concrete, mechanical model of the 

- universe, and they elaborated a 
new mechanical philosophy to go 
along with it. They began to 
regard matter as a system of tiny 
particles, or atoms, that 
interact with one another 

_ mechanically according to fixed 
mathematical laws and thereby 
produce all the phenomena of the 

Wed Kar 18 09:40:39 1987 

could use a picture here, but a 
clock of-this kind may be 
available locally--there is an 
old clock of ttis kind at the 
Univ. of Pennsylvania.) 

page 

Pictures of Leonardo da 
Vinci's machines, and Roger 
Bacon's if possible. For the 
universe, we could then show a 
picture of a com~licatec medieval 
orrery.-

The narrator rotates-some of 
the gear wheels of a large clock
like apparatus. 

Narrator speaking. Then, if it 
is technically feasible, shcw a 
picture of a material object such 
as an apple being replacea by a 
swarm of gyrating atomic -
particles. These should be in 
black and white. 

L ____________________ ~ __________________________ ~~~~ ___ 
----~---- -------------
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MECHANICAL UNIVERSE 

FIG. 39. Full front view showing horary dial of the model of 
the astrarium in the Museum of History and Technology, 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington. Photograph courtesy 
the Smithsonian Institution. 
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nE:wzci 

universe. 

The-new mechanical approach 
- to nature hac some very 

attractiVe features. First of 
all, it was clearly intelligible. 
If all matter was made of tiny 
particles that mechanically 
interact, then in principle it 
should be possible for the human 
mine to fully understand nature.-

~echanical explanations were 
m~ch easier to understand than 
the explanations of the 
Aristotelian philosophers, who 
simply speculated about 
mystericus qualities and 
principles that neither they nor 
anyone else could clearly define. 
And, of course, the mechanical 
picture was much clearer than the 
mystical treatises of the 
alchemists,-who described matter 
using arcane allegories and 
symbols that could be understood 
only by initiates. On the other 
hand, men like Fludd considered 
their theories hopelessly naive, 
and he labelled them: "a vulgar 
crowd that pursues quantitive 
shaaows." 

But, the mechanical approach 
010 make-it possible to -
irr.mediately obtain interesting
eXferimental results. If nature 
is a machine, then it must be 
made of parts (like the gears of 
a machine) that relate to one 
another in a simple, quantitative 
"lay. 

In fact, there were many 
experiments that could easily be 
performed, ana that showed simple 
mathematical-relationships-in 
nature. For example, Galileo used 
his pulse to time balls rolling 
down an inclined plane, and he 
ccncluded that the-speed of a 
freely falling object is 
proportional to the time since it 
began to fall. 

Or here is another simple 
example. This-apparatus 1S

similar to one used by Robert 
B6yle, a 17th century English-

- scientist who helped found the 
Royal Society, one of the worlds 
first scientific organizations. 

~ea Mar 18 09:40:39 1987 page 

The-narrator speaking. Show 
first the picture of atcms -
joining together with little 
hooks. Then he displays some 
alchemical illustrations 
involving chimerical beasts, 
androgynous figures, etc. 

The narrator rotates some of 
the gear wheels of a large clock
like apparatus. 

The narrator rolls a ball 
bearing down an inclined trough. 

Use some simple lab 
apparatus to illustrate this 
example. It doesn't have to be 
old, just large and simple. 

--=---=---------=~----------------------------
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PORTRAIT OF BOYLE was engraved from a drawing made by William Faithorne ahoul 
1664. Boyle, then living in Oxford, wall already noted for his air pump (right btlckground I , 
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As we decrease the volurr.e of air 
in this cylin~er by pushing the -
piston, the mercury column of the 

-barometer incicates that the air 
pressure corresponaingly 
increases. Ey making careful 

__ measurements, Boyle - showed that 
air pressure is inversely 
proportional to volume, a finding 
that to this day is known as 

-- Eoyle I slaw. 

As people began to 
- appreciate the power of the 

mechanical approach to nature, 
another acvantage of this 
approach became apparent. ~any 

- Christians were concerned that 
the purity of Christianity was 
being compromised by the 

--introduction of foreign elements 
such as pagan Greek philosophy.
And even worse were the doctrines 
of cabalism, astrology, and 
hermetic mysticism, which seemed 
to some to be completely 
diabolical. 

In this setting the 
ffiechanical approach to nature 
provided a means of replacing the 
carkness of occultism and 
irrational speculation with the 
clear light of the precise, 
mathematical understanding. 

However, there was a 
problem. The mechanical picture 

_of the universe required man to 
be nothing more or less than a
collecticn of material particles 
in motion. Ey mechanical 

- interaction of these particles, 
one might hope to-explain 
behavior--the movements and 

___ transformations of the body. But 
what did a swarm of particles 
have to do with perception, 
feeling, and conscious thought? 

This problem troubled the 
early founders of the mechanistic 
philosophy, and one of them, Rene 

-Descartes, proposed ~ solution. 
Descartes suggested that there 
are two realities: matter, which 
is insentient and can be 
understood mechanically, and mind 
which is conscious and cannot be 
understood mechanically. 

However# these two types of 
reality seemed so different from 

Wed Mar 18 09:40:39 1987 page 

Pictures showing pagan Greek 
philosophers,follcwec by 
pictures of renaissance magi, 
alchemists, and sorcerers. The 
latter pictures should show some 
of these persons in a-diabolical 
light, possibly in the cow-pany of 
demonic creatures a la Hie-ronymus 
Bosch. We might also show some 
heretics being burned at the 
stake (including Giordano Bruno). 

First we see a hUffian head. 
The head splits into two images 
having the same outline, which -
move apart from one another.-One 
is a cloud of atomic particles in 
black and white, and-the ether is 
a color picture representing what 
the person was thinking about. 

The coler picture fades 
away, leaving only the head 
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Burning of the witches of 
Mora in 1670. one of the last 
manifestations of the witch, 
craze in Europe. 
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one another that no one could 
reach a satisfying understanding 
of how they fit together and 

- interacted with each-other. At 
the same time, people were making 
great-progress in explaining 

_ nature mechanically, but no one 
had any idea of how to observe 
and better understand Descartes' 
mind element. The result was that 

- mind and consciousness were 
gradually left out of the 
developing world view of modern 
science. 

God was also to be left out, 
although this took place quite 

- slowly, over a peried of nearly 
two hundred years. Early 
scientists such as Boyle were 

-quite emphatic about their belief 
in God. Boyle spoke-of the 
universe being framed by Goa, and 
the laws of motien being upheld 
by his incessant concourse and 
general providence. [Boyle, pp. 
68-691 

NARRATOR: According to the -
new mechanistic philosophy, there 
were two books: the Bible and the 
book -of nature. -. And while the 
Bible was written in ordinary 
human- language, nature-was 

- written in the language of 
mathematics. 

In the words-of Galileo, the 
language-of nature consists-of 
ntriangles circles, and other 
geometric figures, without which 

- it is humanly impossible to 
understand a sinqle word of it." 
Now,-at first the goal of 

_ mathematically understanding 
nature was simply an ideal--the
new mechanical philosophers were 
forced to rely mainly on 

- qualitative explanations that 
were nearly as va~ue and 
speculative as-the explanations 

- of the Aristotelian philosophers. 
But-all this was changed by a man 
named Isaac Newton. 

Sir Isaac-Newton was an 
enigmatic fi~ure, a mathematical 

- genius who revolutionized the 
newly developing mechanistic 
science, but who spent far more 
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shaped cloud of atomic particles. 

The narrator followed by a 
picture of Boyle. 

-The narrator puts-down a 
Bible and opens a large-book 
which has a colorful scene on the 
cover, but which is filled with 
complex mathematical diagrams and 
formulas. 

The narrator speaking while 
leafing through the book. 

- Pictures-of Newton, of some 
pages from the Principia, and of 
Newton's life and times. 
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time writing books on theology 
and devoted nearly 30 years of 
his life to the study of alchemy. 

In a-brief period in the 
1660's Newton wrote his 
Philosophiae naturalis principia 

~mathematica. In-this work Newton 
introduced mathematical laws of 
motion that could be applied with 
great precision both to the -
motion of the-planets and the 
motion of objects on the surface 
of the earth. 

Using Newton's methods it 
became possible to establish a 
new standard of mathematical 
explanation. A theory-was 

~ considered to be cor rect if it 
provided mathematical-rules 
precisely defining the motion of 

-the material particles making up 
the physical system. For over two 
hundred years- Newton's laws of 
motion were-regarded as the basis 
for all scientific explanations 
of natural phenomena.-Physical 
science-became-a series of 

- footnotes to Newton. 

Newton's theory seemed to -
mark the ultimate victory of-the 
mechanistic viewpoint. However, 
it did contain a certain 
mysterious feature that was to 

~ cause trouble later on, and 
proved quite disturbing at the 
time. Newton's gravitational 

_ force acted instantaneously 
across empty space without-the 
aid of any intermediary agency. 
Thus if one gravitating mass-is 

-here and another is over here, 
then the gravitational pull on 
this mass points in this 

-- direction. 
But how does the mass here 

nknow~ that this is the-direction 
to the other mass if there is 

- just empty space between them?
This question remaineG completely 
unanswered fer many years. 

One feature of Newton's laws 
of motion is that they are 
deterministic. This means that 
the-physical conditions at one 
time rigidly determine what will 
happen at all-future times. We 

- can illustrate this with this 
simple-apparatus. The path 
followed by the ball is 
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The narrator arranges two 
balls on a table, and then 
positions an arrow pointing from 
one ball-to-the other.- (The balls 
should be well separated.) 

The narrator demonstrates an 
apparatus in which a ball bearing 
is fired by-a spring (as in a pin 
ball machine)~ There are two 
plastic barriers with holes in 
them, and the ball will pass 
through both holes when it starts 
out with the right velocity. 
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SIR ISAAC NEWTON 
(See Appnuiiz, Note I, pa~e 6r,) 
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. Eodem modo demonftratur quod c~~pus, hac vi centripcta in 
centrifugam verfa, nlovebitur in Hyper~ola conjugata. . . 

Lenuna XIII • 

. L41M reCi'UlI P araboke ad verticcm 'l"C1WZ1is perlinenJ', eft 'l"adrJl. 
pillm dlftllnti.-t vcrlici5 illi1H ab 11111hilico ftg'tr~. Paret ex Conicis. 

Lemma XIV. 

P ~endjcul'~ quod ab .1I111bilico P (/ra/;o/~ ad tmgclT1el11 ej1H' demit
tUM, medlllJ1l eft propon ionale inter d'.ftantill$ ul1lbilici a pllncio . 
C~1/ta!l.M e}" a tzlertice principal; jgHTte. . 
SIr eoon A P Q..Parabo~a, . S unmilicus· e}us,A vertex princi

pa lis,P pW1B:-
tun concaB: - y ___ ~ _____ ~~:....-.-__ -.....G_ 

'. 

US, P 0. ordi
narim. applica. 
ta ad diame
trUm princi
palem, PM 
raugens dia- : .. /'" I 

metro princi- ... "" .... ; 

.... ." 
." 

.' 

.' ....... 

pali occur- ~ M. • A.S . ~ . 
rens in M,& S N lInea perp~ndlcularJs ab umblhco In rangentem. 
Jungatur AN, & ob zqualcs Atl S & S P, Ai N & N P, Atl A & 
A 0, paralleI~ crunt rc:Ctz AN & 0 P, & inde triangulum SA N 
reCbngulum erit ad A & fimile t ria ngulis zqualibus S M N, S P N, 
Ergo PS ell ad SN utSN adSA. 2..E D. .' 

Corol. ,I. P S·q.efi ad S N'l.ut P S ad S A. 
Cor~l. :1. E t ob datam.S A, eft S N"q.l1t P S. 
Corol. 3, Et concurfus tal1gentis cujufvis P M cum reaa S N 

qu~ ab umbiIico ih ip(am. perpendicular is eft, incidit in rea-aln 
A N, qua: Parabolam tangit in venice principali. . Prop 
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determined by the initial angle 
of~ffiotion, and the ball's initial 
speed. When I draw back the -
spring to the red mark and set 
the angle to the red-line, the 
ball goes through these two 

_ holes. Otherwise it doesn't. 
The point though is that that 

the ball-goes through the two 
holes every time-! properly set 

- its initial angle and speed. 
Similarly, to the Newtonians, 
everything that happens in 
nature, including-your decision 
to watch this video right now, is 
rigiely determined by the way -
matter was set in motion-at the 
beginning of the universe. 

Of course Newton-hi~self 
- was not a Newtonian. He-thought -

that God woule-interfere with the 
motion of matter from time to 
time in such a way as to exert 
direct personal control of the 
world. 

But many-of his 
contemporaries and followers 
disagreed. To them it seemed like 
bad craftsmanship if God-had 
created a machine that needed 
continual personal attention. 
After all, couldn't mere humans 
build clocks that would run for 
days without further attention? 
It seemed much more consistent 
with God's glory and perfection 

__ to suppose that God hac wound- up 
the universal clockwork-in the 
beginning, and simply let it run 
automatically with undeviating 
Newtonian precision. 

-At the same time that it-
- was revolutionizing man's concept 

of his relation with God, the new 
mechanistic outlook was also -
bringing-about profound changes
in-peo~le's understanding of the 
elements making up matter.-

This took-place in the 
developing science of chemistry. 
With the increasingly strong 
emphasis on the world as a 

_ mechanical system of particles, 
the five elements of earth, 
water, fire, air, and ether came 
to be regarded as physical 
substances rather than as subtle 
essences. 

Wed Mar 18 09:40:39 1987 

The narrator speaking. 

Now the narrator is in a 
chern. lab. 
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Chemical experimenters such 
Joseph Black, began to rnake
experiments showing that these 

- substances were not simple and 
elemental--they could be broken 
down into combinations-of 
substances. For example, Elack 
found that by adding acid to 
magnesia, a a kinQ of air is 
released. He called it fixed air 

- since it seemed to be trapped in 
the magnesia. 

Simple experiments showed 
that this air was not the same as 
ordinary atmospheric air. --

For example, let us see what 
-happens if we pour some of 

Black's fixed air over a candle 
flame. It goes out! Fixed air 

-will extinguish a flame, and it 
is now known as carbon dioxide. 

Soon many different kinds of 
air were found by investigators 
such as Black, Joseph Priestley, 
and Henry Cavendish, and it 

-became apparent that-air- is not a 
single, irreducible element. 

Then in 1783 the famous 
-French scientist, Antoine

Lavoisier showed that water is a 
chemical combination of two of 

- these elements, now called
hycrogen and oxygen. It seemed 
that water also was not an 
element.-And neither was earth, 
since there were clearly many 
different kinds of-solid 
substances. That left only fire 

- and ether out of the original 
fiv'e. 

Fire retained its elemental 
status for a while longer. In the 
early 19th century it was widely 
accepted that heat is a 

- substance. Scientists called this 
substance caloric, and they 
thought that when a cool object 

_ is warmed up by a hot object, 
caloric is flowing from one 
object to the other. 

This idea was-torpedoed by 
Count Rumford, one of the more 
colcrful characters in scientific 
history. Rumford was born in 
poverty in colonial ~~erica. 
During the American war of 
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-The narrator pours acid-on 
magnesia {magnesium carbonate) 
and we see bubbles of gas being 
trapped in an inverted test tube 
full of water. 

The narrator takes a 
stoppered test tube full of 
carbon dioxide and removes the 
stopper while-helding the mouth 
of the tube near a candle flame. 
The flame should go out. 

Pictures showing scientists 
such as Priestley performing this 
kind of experiment. 

-Pictures of Lavoisier and 
his experiments with water. 

The narrator speaking. 

Pictures of Rumford, 
European nobility, etc. 
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JOSEPH BLACK (1728-99) Initiated tbe cbaiD of dlsconries tbat led to tbe innntion of tbe 
ballooa. ID tbe 1750's, wbile he was stili a medica! student at Edinburgh, he identified tbe 
ps released by tbe action of acids on solid magnesia as a chemica! entity distinct from atmos
pberic air. The new substaace, whicb he caJled "fixed air," was subsequently renamed carbon 
dioxide. This steel engraving of Black is a copy of a paintiag made by Sir Henry Raebura. 
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JOSEPH PRIESTLEY (1733-1804) succeeded in isolating eight more gases in tbe decade 
preceding tbe invention of tbe balloon. An adberent of tbe phlogiston tbeory of combustion, 
Priestley identified tbe most important of his discoveries-oxygen--as "dephlogisticated air." 
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Opposit~ bdow ltjt Joseph Priestley 's 
pneumatic trough for isolating 
'airs' , From his Exptrimrnts attd 
Obstrvatiotts Ott Dijftrrnt Kittds oj 

Air, 1774-77, 

Opposilt bdow right John Mayow 's 
apparatus for collecting gases over 
water, From his Tractatus quittqut 

mtdico-pitysico, 1674· 
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ANTOINE LAVOISIER (1743-94) • sbow. ia this baad-colored 19th-c::entury enlJ'llviag 
coadactiac _ experimeat desiped to determiae tbe compositioD of "ater by igniting a mix
tare of bydrocea lUId 0.,-," with _ electric spark. It w .. Lavoisier wbo finally disproved tbe 
pbJocistoa theory of combustioa lUId establisbed the true compouacl nature of "ater. He also 
p .. yed a leadiag role ia plaaDiDg .... reportin, OD the early batlooD experiments, serving oa • 
special commiaiOll formed for tIuIt purpose ia July, 1783, by tbe Freacb Academy of Scieaces. 
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Abovr IrJt Engraving of Antoine 
Lavoisier (1743-94) . Abovr, his 
apparatus for the investigation of 
oxygen . The trough (right) 
contains mercury as does the retort 
(left) . On ,prolonged heating some 
red oxide of mercury was found in 
rc:rort, while the volume of air in 
the hell jar (right) was reduced. 
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independence he spied for the 
British, who rewareed him 
handsemely and gave him a 
positien as undersecretary in the 
colonial administration where he 
arr.assec a fortune in bribery and 

_ corruption. After the war he-had 
to flee from England after he was 
discovered selling naval secrets 
te the French. A charming man, he 

- somehow manageG to make his way
to the court of Bavaria where he 
\olaS appointeG the ~1inister of Har 

_ and Ninister of the Interior 
while at the same time acting as 
a-Eritish secret agent. In 1791 
he was rr.ade a Count of the Holy 

-Reman Err.pire, but by 1755 his 
arrogance had made him very 
unpopular and he had to resign 

- and leave Eavaria. He took an 
irr.rr.ense fortune with him, and 
went to Paris where he set 
himself up as a private gentleman 

- scientist. He ~azzled French 
society by marrying the widow of 
Lavoisier and he became a 

- favorite of Napoleon, who 
considered Rurnforc to be his 
teacher in the science of 

_artillery. Despite his personal 
treachery, chicanery, and 
unconscionable duplicity his 
scientific experiments were 

- marked by scrupulous honesty and 
accuracy. Hhen he was able to 
take time eff from political 

_ maneuver ing, he was fond of 
performing experiments, such as 
this one. 

Rumford observed that a 
source of friction such as this 
cannon boring machine, can 

_produce unlimited amounts of 
heat, even though-the cannon and 
rotating Grill are insulated from 
their surroundings. If heat is a 

- substance, where is it coming 
from? Rumford argued that heat 
was really nothing more than 

- molecular vibration, and that the 
vibrations were produced by the 
friction between the cannon and 
the Grill.- In oue course of-time 

- this became the accepted theory, 
and heat was ne longer regarded 
as an element. 

What is behind these 
changing ideas about material 

Wed Mar 18 09:40:39 1987 page 

Perhaps we could have a 
picture of a 19th century cannon 
boring operation in the 
background, and have the Count, 
dressed in-full regalia, stroll 
by and gaze at it thoughtfully. 

The narrator speaking. 
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'ORTR:\IT OF RI'~IFORD "as ",: .. I,! h}' the Ameri":m painter 
tmbran.h I'"al .. arolllul IHHII. \\ !a .. " H"",t .. ,·" \\as ill iti, 'al .. ~O' " 
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CANNON.BORING MACHINE was adapted by Rumford to show 
thnt "inexhaustible~ quantities of heat were generated by friction. 
and henc:e that heat "ould not be a subrltance. Cannon and .hort 

(·ylinder to left of it were turned by shaft Ie:. Shaft "' ... a~ fix~d mi 
heated ,·ylinder loy rubbin,: ag:aintit it . Be"au~e experiment waf IMl . 

easily reprodu.·ilole. Rumford design"d th" one on opposite pap.. 
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elEments? It's not that people 
knew all aleng what they meant 
when the;y said air was an 
element, and then acquired new 
knowle;oge showing that it-wasn't 
an element.· Rather, people's idea 
of what an element is had 
changec •. 

For example, in the Veoic 
philosophy the mate;rial elements 
are classified according to how a 
person perceives them.-Thus air 
is characterized by the property 
of touch.-According to this idea, 
the e;xistence of different kinds 
of air, such as carbon dioxide or 
oxygen, doesn't imply that air is 

- net an ele;ment. But the existence 
of cifferent airs does imply this 
if saying air is an Element means 

- that it is rr.a~e of a certain kind 
of material particles that cannot 
be broken cown into smaller 
particles. 

We will see this clearly when 
we censider the story-of the last 
ef the traditienal elements--

-- ether. 

In 1630 Michael Faraday was 
_ performing experirr.ents in an 

attempt to understand the -
mysterious phenomenon called 
electricity. Using a simple 

- arrangement of iron rods and 
coils of wire, he was able to 
shew that by changing the flow of 

~ electrical current in one coil, 
he coule induce a flow of current 
in another coil. ~ihat caused 
this? It was clear that this had 

- something to do-with magnetism 
gene;ratea by the first coil, but 
what was magnetism? 

Faraday proposed a radical 
theory: He suggested that an 
electric current produces 

- something that extends through 
space, and has a definite 
structure. He called this a 
magnetic field. Such a-field, for 
example, is responsible for the 
pattern of iron filings produced 
by-a magnet. For Faracay, the 
field was something real that has 
form and extension in space. 

This was a serious departure 
from the existing mechanistic 
picture, which postulated 
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Show Faraday-performing his 
induction experiment. 

Show Faraday-sprinkling iron 
filings on a piece of pape;r 
covering a magnet. 

The narrator speaking. 
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Michael Faraday (1791·1867) made advunces in both chemistry lind phpic5. In 'his [tilt' portrait he ho[d"~ II bllr of hellt"y glass. 
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FIGURE 33-1 A bar magnet ill a magneticdi
pole. The iron filings suggest the lines of B in Fig. 
33-44. (Counesy Physical Science Study Com
minee.) 
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particles with forces acting 
between them as-the sole building 
blocks of nature. Of courSE, no 
one knew what particles really 
were, and scientists had always 
be~n puzzled about Newton's 

- forces which-acte~ across empty 
space. But here we had what
seemec to be a completely new 
type of entity. 

These mysterious fields 
provec to be both highly 
i~portant and extremely cifficult 
to assimilate into the existing 
framework of thought. The 
physicist James Clerk ~axwell 
used Faracay1s field concept to 
create a complete mathematical 
theory of electrical and magnetic 

. phenomena, and in the. course of 
this he showed that light coulc 
be interpreted as an electro-

_ magnetic disturbance travels like 
a wave-through space. 

The question was, "If 
electric and magnetic 

-- disturbances can propagate 
through empty-space, then what 
are they happening to if the 

_ space is really empty?" In his 
effort to answer this question, 
Maxwell started out by using 
mechanical models like this one 
to represent his ideas. But in 
the end he wound up with an 
abstract mathematical system that 

- simply could not be understood in 
Newtonian, mechanistic terms. 

For years physicists tried 
- to show how Maxwell's 

mathematical scheme could be 
interpreted as describing 
vibrations in a substance they 
called ether. They thought of 
this ether as a highly elastic 
material that existed throughout 
space, and offered no resistance 
to the passage of objects through 
it. We can compare it to this 

- water, which can send waves back 
and forth between the objects 
floating in it. 

Of course, this requirement 
of elasticity was a problem in 
its own right; if the substance 
is highly-elastic, why doesn1t it 
resist the motion of objects 
embedded in-it? However, even 
worse problems were in store. 

W~d Mar 16 09:40:39 1987 page 

The narrator turns on a 
light,-and we dissolve to a 
picture of ripples moving across 
a water surface. 

. Then we show Maxwell toying 
with his mechanical models, ~nc 
then-pondering his abstract 
mathematical equations. 

We now see-the-ripples in 
the tank of water reflecting off 
various floating objects. 
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ENGRAVING OF MAXWELL appears in The CoUected Papf'TS 0/ James Clerk Ma%wel !. 
Thi. ilbutration and tb_ appearin& on the next three pages are from the Burndy Library. 
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ODEL OF AN ELECTROMA(;~ETII; FIEI.D .. _I by !\lau,.11 ,'i •• albed -mo!Hula. 
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FIGURE 37-4 The interference of water waves in a ripple tank. There is destructive interference 
along the lines marked "Line of nodes" and constructive interference between these lines. (Courtesy 
Physical Science Study Committee.) 
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If light is a wave moving 
th~ough ether, then-the wave-

-- should move at different speeds, 
depending how fast the ether is 
moving past us. We can see-that -

- by considering this water example 
again. If the water is still, 
then the waves move out with 
equal speed in all directions. 
But if the water is flowing past 
the vibrating source, then they 
move more slowly upstream than 

--- downstream. Scientists assumed 
that surely the ether could not 
be stationary with respect to the 

_earth, and thus they thought that 
the speed of light should be 
greater in some directions than 
in others. 

In 1887 the physicists 
Michelson and Morley made an 

__ ~ttempt to detect this difference 
in the speed of light in various 
directions. For this purpose they 
hae to make very delicate 

--measurements involving the 
interference of beams of light 
that have traveled in different 

-directions. To their surprise, 
they found no detectable effect. 
Either the ether was stationary 
relative to the earth, or the 

-whole ether theory was wrong. 

To put it in a different 
-way, if you are travelling in-an 
aircraft at let's say 500 miles 
per hour and someone shoots off a 
bullet next to the aircraft at 

- 510 miles per hour, when you look 
out of the window you'll see the 
bullet travelling past at 10 

- miles per hour. But a ray of 
light won't do that, the ray of 
light travelling at the speed-of 

_ light will still travel at the 
speed of light relative to the 
aircraft • 

. This finding resulted in a 
series of fundamental theoretical 
developments which culminated in 

_ 1905 with Einstein's theory of 
relativity. It is often said that 
this theory banished the idea of 
an ether from physics. 

- It certainly did banish the idea 
of ether as a physical substance. 
But in a lecture at the 
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First place a vibrating rod 
in-still water and observe how -
the-ripples move-out at the- same 
speed in all directions. Then do 
the same thing with smoothly 
flowing water. Now the waves mOVE 
much slower in the upstream 
direction. 

-Pictures depicting the 
Michelson Morley experiment. 

Use art work to depict the 
example. 

The narrator speaking. 

~~------------~~~~-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--- ------
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FIGURE 37-15 Michelson's interferometer,' 
showing the path of a particular ray originating 
at point P of an extended source S. 

MICHELSON'S INTERFEROMETER 
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University of Leiden in 1920 
Einstein himself insisted on the 
importance of postulating an 
ether that is not like a 
substance. 

EINSTEIN: According to the 
general theory of relativity 
space without ether is 
unthinkable; for in such space 

- there would not only be no 
propagation of light, but also no 
possibility of existence for 
standards of space and time ••• 
[Cantor and Hodge, pp. 53-54.] 

NARRATOR: The moral of the 
- story is that the mechanical 

philosophers' program of giving 
clear, intelligible explanat~ons 

- of nature cannot be carried 
through. This program was based 
on the idea that the world is a 

_ machine. In other words, 
everything in nature can be 
understood in terms of the 
mechanical interaction of parts 

- like the visible, understandable 
parts of man-made machines. 

It turns out that some 
things in nature cannot be 
understood in this way. 
Einstein's version of the ether 

- turned out to be something 
abstract, and jmpossible to 
picture from an ordinary point of 

_ view. Perhaps this ether is an 
element of nature, but it is 
certainly not a physical 
SUbstance. 

And this was only the 
beginning. In the 20th century 
the bottom fell out-of the 
secure, intelligible world of 
classical, mechanistic physics. 

Lets go back to-our 
discussion of the chemical 
elements. During the 19th 
century, chemists gradually 
established that chemical 
compounds are combinations of 
atoms. There are many distinct 
types ofatoms,-and they were 
classified systematically by the 
Russian scientist Mendeleyev in 
what we call the periodic table. 

The systematic patterns in 
the properties of atoms suggested 
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Footage of Einstein with the 
text printed over them. 

The narrator again toys with 
the gears of the large clock. 

The narrator speaking. 

The narrator is in the chern 
lab again, and he goints to a 
periodic table on the wall. 

A standard picture of the 
atom with nucleus and orbiting 
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Abovt The participants of the fifth 
international physics conference at 
Brussels. arranged by the Solvay 
Institute. set up by the industrial 
chemist and social reformer Eme~t 
Solvay (11I311-19Zl). Those present 
included Pauli and Heisenberg 
(back row, fourth and third from 
right). Niels Bohr (centre row, far 
right). Max Planck. Marie Curie 
and Albert Einstein (front row. 
second. third and tifth from left). 

R(Jlhl Henri Poincare (1IIS4-19U), 
whose mathematical work 
developed the ideas of Lobachevsky 
and Riemann in a way that opened 
up many new applications for 
physics. 

Ahovr I~ft Albert Einstein (left). 
with Hcndrik Lorentz and Arthur 
Eddington (right) . 
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Right The Russian chemist Dmitri 
Mendeleyev (1834-1907). whose 
formulation of the Periodic Table 
of chemical elements in 1869 
(below) and its later refinement led 
to the discovery of new elements. 
It also underpinned the 
development of quanrum physics 
and srudy of the strucrure of the 
atom from 1913 . 
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that they must have a finer 
structure, and indeed, it turned 
out that atoms-were not really 
elementary. They were made of so 
called subatomic particles: 
electrons, protons, and neutrons. 

This looks like another 
triumph of the of·mechanistic 
philosophy. However, there was a 
problem: Atoms and subatomic
particles simply could not be 
understood in mechanistic terms. 

- An electron, for example, turned 
out to be a very mysterious 
entity that had neither definite 
location nor definite speed. An 
air of surrealism began to 
pervade the halls of physics, 
resulting in some curious books. 
Ah! The Looking Glass Universe. I 
have a looking glass right-here, 
I think I'll just go and see for 
myself. 

Professor King: Welcome, 
welccme to Quantumland, my dear 

- boy. Professor King at your 
service, my boy. Just what was it 
you wanted to know? Don't be shy 

_ now, step forward. 

NARRATOR: Professor King, I 
have some questions on quantum 
mechanics for you, but I don't 
know where to begin. 

PROF. KING: Begin at the 
beginning, then go on till you 
corne to the end; then stop. 

NARRATOR: I've heard that the 
position of-an electron in an 
atom· is uncertain. But couldn't 
it be that it really has-a 
definite position, but we just 
can't measure it and find out 
what that position is? 

PROF. KING: No. The electron 
and the nucleus have opposite 
charges and they attract one 
another. If the electron has a 
definite position, then it will 

_ spiral into the nucleus and the 
atom will collapse. This is 
predicted·by classical physics, 
and is one of its great failures. 

- According to quantum-theory, 
the electrcn is by nature spread 
out. It can't collapse onto the 
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electrons. 

The narrator speaking. He 
holds up various-modern books on 
physics that have bizarre covers. 
Then he points at a looking glass 
in the room and-by special
effects disapppears when he steps 
into it. 

Professor King is a 
Victorian figure based on the red 
king in Alice in Wonderland, he 
looks very inscrutable, extremely 
sagacicus, and a trifle weird. -
(Maybe a Spike Milligan type) He 
is speaking in a typical 
classroom with desk and 
blackboard, and the blackboard is 
covered with quantum mechanical 
equations. 

A picture showing a point 
electron spiraling into the 
atomic nucleus, and then an 
electron cloud surrounding the 
nucleus. 
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~ nucleus due to this natural 
spreading. 

NARRATOR: But what happens 
in an atom with two electrons? 
Why don't the two electron clouds 
simply merge together? 

PROF. KING: Hy dear-boy! You 
can't think-of two electrons that 

_ way. Here lets consider motion 
restricted to a one-cimensional 
line- fer simplicity. We can 
represent an- idealized one-

~ ci~ensional electron by-this wavy 
line that we call a wave packet. 

6. KARRATOR: So would two 
electrons consist of two wave 
packets, like this? 

PROF. KING: No. That 
represents one electron spread 
out in two locations at once. To 

~ represent two one-dimensional 
electrons we have to go-to a two
dimensional diagram like this. 

= The horizontal position of the 
; wave packet represents the 

position of one electron, and the 
vertical position represents the 

- position of the other one. 
However, we must not think of the 
two electrons separately. Then we 

,., are lost! 

tiP.RRATOR: NO'tl- if we- added 
another fuzzy area here what 

= would that represent. 

PROF. KING: The diagram now 
represents the same two-electrons 
in two different arrangements at 
once. 

~, NARRATOR: Two arrangements at 
once! How is that possible? 

PROF. KING: That's nothing. 
In quantum mechanics, even-large 
objects can be in two different 
arrangements at once. For 
example, Erwin Schrodinger, who 
was one of-the founders of the 
subject, described-the following 
famous-thought experiment: 
I~agine a cat in a box with a 
mechanism that kills the cat if a 
radioactive-atom decays within a 
certain time period, and leaves 
the cat unharmed if the atom 
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Picture of a line with a 
wave packet. 

page 

Picture of two wave packets, 
side by siee on the line. 

A square with a fuzzy bleb
in an off-center position. Dottec 
lines appear marking its x and y 
positions as Professor Hatter 
speaks. 

Now-another fuzzy bleb has 
been added to the diagram. 

A standard illustration of 
Schrodinger's cat paradox. 
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,. FIGURE 8-8 Boundary surface diagrams for $ . p. and d atomic orbitals. The + and - signs refer to the 
sign of the wave function in each region. 
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oeesn't decay. Schrodinger showed 
that accorcing to quantum 
rr.echanics, that cat enters a 

- state of being both dead and 
alive, at the same time. 

NARRATOR: t'llha t r.appens when 
semeone looks into the box. 
Surely he doesn't see a cat that 
is both dead and alive. 

PROF. KING: Ne. Vv'hen an observer 
leeks in the box, the dead and 
alive cat becomes definitely 
alive or cefinitely dead. 

NARRATOR: That seunds ridiculous. 

PROF. KING: It's an unavoidable 
feature of quantum mechanics. But 

~. mathematically, you can get it to 
make sense! For example, one 
interpretation is that when the 

_ cat splits into live and ~eac 
copies, the entire universe 
splits alse.-In-one copy of the 
universe observers will see the 

- live cat, ana in the ether copy 
they will see the dead cat. But 
both are equally real. 

NARRATOR: Can we observe these 
copies ef the universe? 

-, PROF. KING: No. Calculations show 
that this is irr.possible. It's 
inherently impossible to observe 
the splitting-of the universe, 
but nevertheless the copies of 
universes are really there. 

- NARRATOR: Now that doesn't sound 
very scientific. Give me another 
interpretation. 

PROF. KING: A much more widely 
accepted interpretation was given 
by Heisenberg. He said that 
quantum physics doesn't describe 
nature, but rather, it describes 
our knowledge of nature. When the 

- observer looks in the box, 
naturally his knowledge changes. 
Se its not surprising that the 
live/dead cat is replaced by a
live cat, or a dead one, as the 
case may be. 

NARRATOR: But what is really 
there in the box? 
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As the observer looks into 
the box, one cat image 
disappears. 
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SchrOdlnpr'1 cat. Th. animal trapped in a room togeth.r with a Geig.r count.r and a hamm.r, 
1liiich, upon discharg. ot the counter, smashes a flask at prussic acid. Th. count.r contains a trac. 
fill radioactiv. material-juat .nough that in on. hour th.... is a 50% chanc. on. of the nucl.1 will 
-.y and therefo ... an equal chance the cat will be poisoned. At the end of the hour the total wave 
fanctlon for the system will have a form In which the living cat and the d.ad cat are mixed in equal 
partionL SchrOdinger f.1t that the wave mechariics that led to "this paradox presented an unacC.pt· 
..... description of reality. However, Everett, Whe.ler and Graham's int.rpretation of quantum m. 
dlanics pictures the cats as inhabiting two simultaneous. nonint.racting, but equally real worlds. 

/ '" ~ ....... ./ ---
"The buck stops h.re." Wign.r's solution to the dilemma ofth. schizophrenic apparatus i~_cl: 
thllt the entry at the m.asurem.nt signal into the consciousness of a human observer tn.,s 
decision as to which of the possibl. outcomes is observed-that is, whether the cat is alive - dt!' 
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Figure 9.261The whole universe can be thought of as 
a delayed-choice experiment in which the existence 
of observers who notice what is going on is what 
imparts tangible reality to the origin of everything. 
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-PROF. KING: Quantum-mechanics -
doesn't say. It merely describes 
kno\Olledge. 

NARRATOR: Then what about the -
observer who has this knowledge? 
Doesn't his body consist of atoms 

- and electrons and so on?-If 
quantum ffiechanics only describes 
knowledge, then-hew does it deal 
with the observer who has the 
lmewledge? 

PReF. I<H:G: AccorCiing to thi 6 
idea, in quantum mechanics we
must always distinguish between 
an observed system and an 

-observer. Cuantum mechanics only 
applies te the observed system • 

. t-:ARRATOR: But surely the observer 
really exists, and so Goes the 
universe as-a whole. So what is 
the universe, and if quantum 

-mechanics doesn't oescribe it, 
then what does? 

PROF. KING: The reality of 
all phenemena of the universe is 
Gue to-the observation of these 
phenemena by the universe. The 

- physicist John Wheeler has . 
representee this idea with the 
following symbolic picture, in 

~- which the universe brings itself 
into being reflexively by its own 
observation of itself. 

NARRATOR: That-sounds either 
hopelessly obscure or hopelessly 
contradictory. I'm not sure 

- which. 

PROF. KING: Nell, my dear boy, 
many physicists will say that it 
is scientifically rr.eaningless to 
ask what really exists. The
important question is whether or 

- not the calculations you can make 
with a theory agree with 
experiment. If they agree~ that's 
good, anrl if they disagree, you 
need a new theory. • 

NARRATOR: Scientists have been 
. asking what really-is there in 

nature for centuries. Isn't- it 
the quest to know what is really 
there the driving force that has 
led to so many discoveries? 
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Wheeler's-picture of the-eye 
on a U, representing the universe 
observing itself. 

-Khen various pictures are 
not being shewn, the scene 
consists of Narrator and 
Professor King talking. 
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PROF. KING: Yes, there's truth in 
that. Actually many physicists 
today have adopted the viewpoint 
that instead of worrying about
~roblems one one has ever solved, 
we should forge ahead-boldly and 

_ crEate an ultimate theory of all 
r~ality. If we succeed in this, 
then maybe the solution-to all of 
the old problems will become 
apparent. 

NARRATOR: Kell, you've been 
_ terribly helpful Professor, but I 

really must be going or I'll be 
late for an appointment. 

- PROF. KING:'Docome back anytime 
you feel the need. 

NARRATOR: Well,-however 
puzzling these-problems are 
physicists haven't been allowed 
to let them hold up their work. 

Kith the Second World War, 
the whole worle-of physics 

~ changed. Ey developing the atom
bomb, phy~icists suddenly became 
the key to military power. Befcre 
the war, they had lived in 

-- genteel and austere academic 
cirCles. After the war, they 
became the recipients of megabuck 

- research grants. 

~ost of their research began 
~ to center around particle 

aCCelerators. At-first, this 
research could be carried out 
with fairly sirr.ple equipment. 

- Lawrence's first atem smasher was 
only a few inches in diameter. 

As particle accelerators 
grew more and more powerful, the 
theories devised to explain the
phenomena they-produced predicted 

- more and more energetic 
phenomena. This installation at 
Stanford was first called-project 

~ M for monster. It's a tube, two 
miles- long, and particles are
accelerated through it, charged 
by energies of up to 33 billion 

- volts. -
Electrons-are produced from 

hot metal-oxide and-pulled into 
the accelerator tube-by an
electric field~ These large 
buildings house generators that 
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The Narrator shakes hands 
with the professor and steps back 
through the looking glass into 
the previous scene. 

The narrator speaking. 

The narrator stancing in 
front of a synchrotron. 

Picture of L~wrence's first 
cyclotron. 

Narrator is jogging along 
the- jogging trail next to the 
accelerator,-stops and-motions to 
klystrons when they are 
mentioned. You can take him-back 
to the standard museum scene-when 
he gets to the part about the 
photographs. 
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Fig. 8. Initial design or a cyclotron by Lawrence and Livingston. a 
fixed-Crequency cyclotron. The dees and their stems form a 
quarler-wave-length resonant circuit. The ion source is a hooded arc. 
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PROFILE OF A CONTEMPORARY BEHEMOTH .. -
DIRECTION OF BEAM 

_--__ 20-INCH BUBBLE CHAMBER 

BUBBLE 

CHAMBER 

TARGET BUILDING 

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

Brookhaven 's alternating gradient synchrotron is shown here 

in diagram as seen from above_ The Cockcroft-Walton gen

erator, named for its two British inventors, produces an initial 

r- ,Iectric force which bounces protons into a linear accelerator 

dinacl to be speeded up before entering the main accelerator 

ring. The huge magnets are the brain of thl! AGS, shaping and 

controlling the beam of protrons orbiting in a vacuum around 

~. 

the ring. The monster's pulse is provided by 12 accelerating 

stations; each repeatedly speeds the beam along with syn

chronized electric jolts. At anyone time, up to a dozen sepa

rate proton beams can be sent chasing one another around 

the ring. When a beam hits the target, it looses a shower 

of secondary particles. These are screened and directed to 

bubble chambers and other devices for study and evaluation. 
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- are called klystrons. Klystrons 
produce powerful-microwaves which 
are-very high frequency-radio 

-waves and a chain-of these 
klystrons push the electrons from 
behin6, rather like a surfer gets 
a boost from a wave, until the 
electrons are travelling at 
approximately 175,000 miles per -
second which is approaching close 

- to the speed of light.-Just 
jogging I'll get to the end-of 
the track in about 15 minutes, 
but these electrons-in the tube 
next to me are travelling-fast 
enough to circle the globe 7 
times in a second. 

When they reach the end of 
the line, they are slammed into 
hydregen atoms in the target,-

_they break up and are deflected
into a helium cloud in which they 
will be visible-as minute sparks. 
These sparks are then -

-photographec frem above and from 
the side-to produce pictures-that 
look like this. Each of these 

~little tracer lines represent 
some kind of particle, and 
according to-the patterns they 
make they are classified-and 

~cataloguec. The work of examining 
the photos is done by a-group of 
housewives, who pore over-the 

-photos looking for, and-measuring 
the different wave patterns. This 
work is then spot-checked, and 
analysed statistically. Finally, 
the various particles are 
classified. This work convinced 
researchers that protons are made 

- up of lesser particles called 
quarks-- a tongue-in-cheek term 
borrowed from Finnegan's Wake. 

The scientists in charge are 
awarded Nobel prizes if their 
work is particularly astute and 

- is confirmed by other 
experimentation. This research is 
the epitome of big bucks science. 

_ Early in 1987, President Reagan 
unveiled the plan to build the 5-
billion dollar Superconducting 
Supercollider, a ring-accelerator 

~- large enough to circle New York 
City, which will be powered by 
energies up to 20-trillion volts. 

_The planning alone for this new 
mammoth cost 20 million dollars 
in 1986. 
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- -The narrator in the standard 
scene, with various pictures and 
newspaper clippings7 and maybe 
footage of some scientist 
receiving his Nobel Prize. 
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However, the reality is that 
this research-has had no 
practical benefits since the 

- early 50s whEn the hydrogen bomb 
was discovered, it is all purely 
theorEtical. And to get back to 

__ our point about Grand-Unified 
Thecries, physicists estimate 
that in order to test their 
theories of thE big bang, they 
require an accelera~or-IO light 
years long, and enErgies of-up to 
100,000 billion, billion electron 

- volts. Clearly this approach has 
reached thE limits of 
practicality. 

- What can be-done about this? 
Here-we will offer a tentative 
suggestion.·LEt us imagine that 

-we have a vEry good· theory about 
this door--its hinges, frame, and 
bolt. We-might be ablE to 
calculate that-a large amount of 
energy would be needed to break 
through-it, and this calculaticn 
might be quite correct as far as 

-it wEnt. 

But if we have the key to the 
_. lock we can easily pass through. 

The question is: what-subtle 
features of nature are we 
overlooking that might provide a 

- key to greater understanding. To 
get some idea of this, let us
look at how the latest theories 

_ of physics describe nature. 

ThEse theories arE based on 
what-are called quantum fields-
mysterious, insubstantial webs Qf 
energy that extend through-space 
like Faraday's magnetic fields 7 

_ but which also have-the-strange, 
paradoxical qualities we find in 
quantum mechanics. 

-The-quantpm fields are the 
new elements of modern physics. 
According to current theories, 

- all matErial objects are made 
from-them, even though their 
p~operties are quite different 
from the properties of matter as 
we normally experience it. -
Physicists hope that the fields 
appearing in their-current 

- theories can be seen as 
transformations of one ultimate 
field. 
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Narrator-standing in front 
of a ooor. Then he pushes against 
it futilely. 

The narrator unlocks the 
door with a key and walks 
through. 

The narrator speaking. 

Some far-out computer 
graphics of a quantum field. Its 
behavior should match this 
description. We essentially want 
a surface with a chaos of hills 
and valleys that move randomly up 
and down, sometimes forming 
double images. -

We could use two shots of
wavy water superimposed to create 
double images of waves. 
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PIPES 

PROPOSED ACCELERATOR, the Super
cooductlol Supercollider, will make it pOllio 
ble to IItudy intenctlooa; at ene ... ln of man 
tbaa 1 TeV. In tbe dniln depicted (one 01 
m_y) the accelerator rinl has a diameter 
of 30 kilometen and ill buried 100 meten 
underp'Ouod; smaller rinp feed protons iDte 
the ..... e rinl. A crOlili section of the .. ala 
tuoael (abo I.,.) sbows the two pipes, eada 
about fiYe ceotimeten in diameter, whie" 
will contain the counterrotatinl beams 01 
protOIlll. Superconduc:tinl malnets sup. 
cooled with liquid helium to increase their 
power and efficiency surround each of t. 
pipes, foc.inl and coafiniul the b_ 
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Thus the solid material 
foundation of the mechanical 
universe has-been stripped away, 

--to be-replaced-by abstract webs 
of energy filled with quantum 
strangeness. In-these fields 

_virtual particles--patterns of 
energy that do not quite exist-
are continually appearing and 
disappearing. The rigid 

~ deterrr.inism of Newtonian physics 
is gone, and events appear tQ 
take place with unpredictable 

_ spontaneity. 

And lurking in the 
background there are unresolved 

-puzzles as to whether this is all 
reality, or knowledge of reality, 
or maybe just knowledge. 

-Consciousness, had been-banished 
from the worldview of mechanistic 
science. But it continually crops 
up in discussions of quantum 

-physics, even though this 
generally seems to add little to 
our understanding of 

- consc iousness, or our -
understanding of nature. 

It's at this point that we 
want to go back-and make-the 
comparison between the Vedic 
system and modern science, to 

-point out that there are clear 
similarities-which point to an 
answer to the-scientists' most 

_perplexing questions. 
It is at the level-of 

pradhan, and-quantum fields that 
the two systems of thought most 

--nearly coincide - that-area- in 
which matter becomes-dependent 
upon an observer. The problem -

_ with mocern physics is that the 
observer is also just matter - a 
human body with visual, auditory 
and-tactile senses - but 

-nevertheless a body. So how can 
matter observe matter or bring 
matter into being? It!s 

- hopelessly circular reasoning. 

-In the-Vedic scheme the 
elements are transformations of 

--pradhana in which -
(1) what is-potential-in the 

pradhana-becomes activated, and 
(2) sensory links are forged 

between states of matter and 
conscjous observers--the spirit 
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The narrator speaking. 

Show Wheeler's picture and 
the Escher picture. 

page 

The narrator in the stanoard 
setting with tWQ charts-showing 
the-Vedic scheme and the modern 
soience scheme side by side. 
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souls. 
So the Vedic answer is 

simple - consciousness is a 
- higher, non-material kind of 

element. The observer element is 
divided into two categories, the 
individual soul and the 
Supersoul. - -

Now there is no longer-any 
real reason for God being-left 

- out of the-picture of modern 
physics, because physics is no -
longer ceterrninistic, and on the 

_ smaller scale, things are no 
longer working mechanically.-

So there-actually is leeway 
for the course of physical events 

-to-be directed without violating 
the physical laws of cause and 
effect as they are presently 

-- understood, in the context of -
modern physics; for God to make 
subtle changes in the quantum 
wave patterns which result in 

- systematic large-scale events 
within-this world of our 
experience. God can be guiding 
the world working from thernost 
subtle levels of material energy. 

The key to this is 
amplification - a-very small -
action on the more-subtle level 
can produce a big effect on the 

- gross level. Just-like a car with 
very sensitive steering, being 
driven at high speed. A little 
effort on the steering wheel anc 
the whole car swerves around. On 
the large scale the car is 
operating according to certain 
deterministic laws, but what 
about on the small scale? 

- If it's so small that you 
have quantum mechanical 
indeterminism, then what's 
happening to the car (it's 
motion) is alscindeterminate. So 

- God doesn I t- have to break the 
rules-and perform miracles to get 
nature-to do what-He wants-it to 

_ 00. The big-movement is due to a 
small movement. 

In the Vedic system, the 
~- change from potential to actual 

occurs when subtle sensory links 
are-forged between conscious 
observers and material-energy. 
Thus light--or the fire element-
becomes manifest when the subtle 
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Show a car moving and 
turning, maybe skidding and a 
squeal of tyres, should be 
overhead shot, cutting to the 
wheel of the car being turned. 
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We coulc show waves in black 
and white-in three groups-of 
successively lcnger wavelengths.
When an arrow appears linking the 
waves with a box representin~ the 
conscious souls, the waves become 
darker. At the same time a 
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link is forged allowing for 
V1Slon, or the conscious 
awareness of- light. Here the 

-difference between the knower and 
the known is clear--kncwledge is 
found in the spirit souls. 

So perhaps some of the 
ancient ways of· understanding the 
world may not be so wide of the 

-mark as the builders of the 
clockwork universe imagined. If 
the universe is at all similar to 

_~the worle of Vedic philcsophy, 
then our actual existence is 
spiritual--it-is at the same - -
qualitative level as the supreffie 

-Spiritual-Cause that generated 
the entire material 
manifestation, starting from 

-subtle energy and working down to 
gr05s matter. Here may be the 
real key to understanding the 
mysteries of the universe. 
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spectrum of colors representing 
light perception appears in the 
box. 

page 

The end. Perhaps we could 
show a yogi meditating on 
Paramatma or Krsna. Appropriate 
musical accompaniment. Tr.is scene 
shoulo appear ancient and 
timeless. 
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